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Abstract

Smart Buildings (SBs) employ the latest IoT technologies to automate building operations and services with the objective of
increasing operational efficiency, maximizing occupant comfort, and minimizing environmental impact. However, these smart
devices – mostly cloud-based – can capture and share a variety of sensitive and private data about the occupants, exposing them to
various privacy threats. Given the non-intrusive nature of these devices, individuals typically have little or no awareness of the data
being collected about them. Even if they do and claim to care about their privacy, they fail to take the necessary steps to safeguard
it due to the convenience offered by the IoT devices. This discrepancy between user attitude and actual behaviour is known as the
’privacy paradox’. To address this tension between data privacy, consent and convenience, this paper proposes a novel solution for
informed consent management in shared smart spaces. Our proposed Informed Consent Management Engine (ICME) (a) increases
user awareness about the data being collected by the IoT devices in the SB environment, (b) provides fine-grained visibility into
privacy conformance and compliance by these devices, and (c) enables informed and confident privacy decision-making, through
digital nudging. This study provides a reference architecture for ICME that can be used to implement diverse end-user consent
management solutions for smart buildings. A proof-of-concept prototype is also implemented to demonstrate how ICME works in
a shared smart workplace. Our proposed solution is validated by conducting expert interviews with 15 highly experienced industry
professionals and academic researchers to understand the strengths, limitations, and potential improvements of the proposed system.
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1. Introduction

By 2025, the total number of connected IoT devices are
predicted to reach 75.44 billion, representing a three-fold in-
crease compared to 2019 [1]. These IoT devices and systems
– mostly cloud-based – form the foundation for smart build-
ings (SBs) that span across multiple domains, including office
spaces, hotels, hospitals, malls, shopping complexes, restau-
rants, and other commercial or residential spaces. Advanced
IoT-based solutions enable SBs to monitor and collect exten-
sive data about the peoples’ presence and movement on the
premises across space and time. This data is used by SBs to
contextualise and self-regulate operations, and set up more ef-
ficient workflows according to the occupants’ diverse needs,
preferences and feedback [2]. However, existing data collec-
tion practices are still very siloed and the devices capture data
directly related to individual inhabitants, making it difficult to
preserve and protect individual privacy. This increases the pos-
sibility of sourcing and integrating personal identifiable infor-
mation (PII) about occupants from multiple places to identify
them. Personalised behavioural patterns can be learnt by com-
bining the data collected by such IoT devices in distributed set-
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tings, often without the knowledge and consent of the SB occu-
pants [3]. Given this extensive collection of data and the result-
ing potential for privacy risks, there is an increasing need for
greater transparency and end-user awareness about data collec-
tion practices in SBs [4].

Although people express concern about the privacy of their
data collected from smart devices [5], research shows that the
convenience offered by these devices influences their privacy-
related behaviours, and they rarely make active efforts to pro-
tect their personal information. instead allowing themselves to
be monitored [6]. This phenomenon is referred to as the pri-
vacy paradox. People are typically poor at assessing potential
privacy risks or violations and their personal experience may
directly affect the privacy decision-making process as they tend
to exaggerate or neglect hazardous situations [7]. Also, control-
ling digital privacy is surprisingly complex and time-consuming
and people may lack the expertise required to manage the tech-
nical aspects of privacy protection [8]. In particular, the pri-
vacy policy documents that are attached to the IoT devices, and
set out what the service providers will do with the user data,
are lengthy and complicated. These policy documents and con-
tracts are often written for a combination of smart peripherals
offered by the same provider, thus challenging the user in dif-
ferentiating and understanding respective terms for each pur-
chased device. Moreover, given the strict requirements of the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [9], the provision
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of legally sufficient consent for data collection is becoming in-
creasingly difficult.

There are a number of conditions for the validity of consent
including: it should be freely given, and be specific, informed
and unambiguous. In some cases, smart building IoT solutions
cross-jurisdictional regulatory boundaries and blur the notion
of private and public, e.g., data is collected in one continent but
hosted on a cloud in another continent. Therefore, there is a
real risk that the data collected by smart devices is shared and
retained in transit by a variety of external parties (Government,
Data brokers, Service providers, Manufacturers, etc.) without
explicitly informing the users [10]. Processing personal data
is generally prohibited unless it is expressly allowed by law or
the data subject has given consent. As the navigation of IoT
technology itself can be daunting, and the relation with dig-
ital services is bound by complex terms, conditions and pri-
vacy policies, there is a growing necessity for improving the
way in which legal consent is sought for the capture and use
of user data. Moreover, the context for consent can change as
the inhabitants go about their daily activities in a smart envi-
ronment (e.g., shared office space environment or personalised
smart home environment).

To address this problem of consent and privacy manage-
ment in IoT-enabled Smart Building (SBs), a user-centric In-
formed Consent Model (ICM) is proposed by the authors that
(a) enhances visibility into data collection by smart devices
without forcing users to understand lengthy policy statements,
and (b) increases the users’ awareness about the privacy impli-
cations of the data collection practices, while (c) nudging them
to make more informed decisions about consent or refusal. We
develop a reference architecture for building an Informed Con-
sent Management Engine (ICME) to assist software developers
in designing and implementing diverse end-user consent man-
agement solutions for SBs. We implement a proof-of-concept
prototype to demonstrate how ICME can be realised in a shared
smart workplace. We also conduct an interview study with ex-
perts to understand the strengths, limitations and potential im-
provements of ICME.

This paper makes the following key contributions:

• Identify the key data privacy and consent requirements for
IoT-based SBs;

• Propose a new reference model and architecture for informed
consent management in SBs;

• Implement a proof-of-concept prototype for a shared smart
workplace; and

• Validate the proposed approach with 15 highly experienced
industry professionals and academic researchers.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
presents an overview of related work in the area of data pri-
vacy, informed consent and digital nudging in the context of
SBs. Section 3 details the motivation and research methodology
used in our study. Section 4 and Section 5 present our design
of ICME including the proposed user-centric informed consent
model and reference architecture, and prototyping efforts within
a smart office. Section 6 details the validation process of ICME

through expert interviews along with the key insights from data
analysis. Section 6.7 concludes the paper.

2. Background and Related Work
2.1. Data Privacy and lengthy privacy policies

The concept of privacy and personal identifiable informa-
tion (PII) is diverse, depending on whether a person can be
identified or reasonably identifiable under certain data aggre-
gation procedures. Clarke defines privacy as “the interest that
individuals have in sustaining a ‘personal space’, free from in-
terference by other people and organisations” [11]. Maslow
has identified the “need for privacy” as a core property of self-
actualization, which is the highest level of psychological devel-
opment [12]. A more comprehensive interpretation of privacy
includes all aspects of an individual’s social needs so that pri-
vacy can be categorised as privacy of person, privacy of per-
sonal communication, privacy of association, behaviour and
action, privacy of thoughts and feelings and privacy of personal
data – image, location, space [13].

According to the GDPR [9], and many other associated
laws, including the Australian Privacy Act (APA) [14], Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) [15] and
Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act
(PIPEDA) [16], individuals have the right to control their own
data and not have their transactions linked or tracked through
IoT devices. For instance, in smart healthcare facilities, patient
medical documents must remain confidential, except when
there is a necessity for legitimate access to these records.
However, some controversial insights on data privacy can be
identified from Courtney’s seminal work on Smart Residential
Care Facilities [17], where privacy concerns of the seniors
are reduced when the smart devices are used only for medical
intentions or in the case of a potential emergency.

Recent research works have shown that lengthy full-text
policies cause problems in the comprehension and retrieval
of required information by end-users. Researchers have
proposed different solutions to address this problem including
implementing a textual pattern-based approach [18], a labelled
grid layout [19], and symbolic visualization [20]. They have
also proposed various tools [21] and policy editors [22] for the
generation of privacy policy statements. These solutions aim
to improve the comprehensibility of the text in privacy policies
and address the incompleteness of the information presented to
the end-users with respect to privacy practices.

2.2. Personal Data Usage and Informed Consent

While consent is frequently used as a justification for busi-
nesses to use and disclose personal information, valid consent
goes beyond clicking the ‘I agree’ button. Consent increases
user awareness, gives consumers a chance to limit access to
their data and promotes safer data practices. According to the
Australian Privacy Principles (APP) Guidelines, meaningful
consent has the following five aspects – capacity, voluntary,
current and specific, informed and expressed or implied [23].
An individual, or a guardian in the case of a minor, must be
capable of giving consent for it to be valid (capacity). Consent
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must be a genuine choice that is freely given (voluntary).
For instance, forcing workers to wear IoT wristbands to
monitor their performance [24] or placing chemical sensors on
doctors to ensure they wash their hands enough [25] cannot
be considered voluntary consent. Consent must be specific
to an identified purpose and cannot be assumed to last indef-
initely (current and specific). An individual must have a full
understanding of all applicable details for their consent to be
meaningful (informed). Finally, the consent must be expressed
orally or in writing to be valid (expressed or implied).

2.3. Data Privacy and Smart Buildings

The modern data collection practices in IoT ecosystems
have introduced several new privacy challenges. In the context
of smart environments, they include obtaining consent for
data collection, allowing users to control and choose the
data they share, and ensuring that the use of collected data is
bound to the declared purpose [26]. These challenges get even
more complicated due to the increased potential for misusing
sensitive information in the IoT environment, arising from the
pervasive tracking of habits, behaviours, location history and
presence or absence over a long period [27].

With people being surrounded by a growing number of
smart sensors, it is challenging to express their privacy consent
choices electronically. Most of the devices used to collect
data in IoT-oriented smart building environments have limited
resources, are battery-operated or are passive, i.e., without any
user interface [28]. Given the difficulty of providing informed
user consent for smart peripherals, consumers are willing to
trade away their privacy due to unawareness of the amount
of privacy that is being lost [26]. It increases the privacy
paradox in IoT as there is an inconsistency between people
expressing privacy concerns but continuing to use these devices
that have significant potential for eroding their privacy [8].
Recent studies have described the conflict between the need for
personalisation and the concern over personal privacy as the
Personalisation–Privacy: P-P Paradox in IoT [29].

Although people are concerned about the negative conse-
quences of excessive disclosure of personal information, and
their trust decreases after seeing the evidence of the loss, re-
search shows that they gradually return to the original state,
engaging in privacy-sacrificing behaviours [30]. Several solu-
tions seek to improve this situation by managing access control
and permissions granted by the user to IoT devices, e.g., Ap-
pOps [31] and Norton AppAdvisor [32]. Both applications di-
rectly fetch and analyse OS-level permissions and allow users to
selectively grant or deny permissions for installed apps. These
apps highlight privacy risks associated with a specific type of
sensitive information (e.g., location information). Also, they
send notifications, including a detailed report of the privacy
risks associated with the app. However, in contrast to our work,
neither compares the compliance of IoT data payloads with the
agreed privacy policy statements to detect any breaches.

Researchers have demonstrated how a low-cost Raspberry
Pi-based device can warn users when a voice assistant snoops
on people without their consent and being woken up [33].
While their work focuses on voice assistants and checks the

sudden increase of traffic rates in audio-related events, our
approach can be applied to any smart device and scenario
by checking all payloads for any user-triggered event. Also,
they do not consider checking the policies related to the audio
recording of the device while our solution scans all the events
with the defined policies of the device.

2.4. Nudges and End-user Privacy Behaviour

Digital nudging is a concept used to influence the privacy
behaviour of users.Protection Motivation Theory (PMT) [34]
proposes that people conduct two appraisal processes when fac-
ing a threatening event: one focused on the threat itself, and
the other on the options to diminish it. This approach affects
a user’s intention to take preventive action and results in adap-
tive or maladaptive behaviours [34]. Framing of content in a
message can considerably affect the user behaviour. According
to principles including loss aversion and the endowment effect,
the pain of losing something is greater than the joy of getting
it. Similarly, people will take risks when dealing with potential
losses but avoid them when dealing with potential gains [35].
E.g., when using smart technologies, the user needs to perform
a risk-benefit analysis to decide whether or not to disclose their
personal information while using the service. According to the
privacy calculus theory, individuals tend to exchange their per-
sonal information for time and money, self-enhancements, or
pleasure [36] confirming the privacy paradox concept.

End-user privacy behaviour can also be influenced by fac-
tors such as herd mentality [37] and social norms [38]. Social
norms refer to how an individual believes that others expect
them to behave [38]. Social norms emanate from a small group
of known individuals, such as family members, coworkers, or
close friends, and are expected to judge the adoption decision
as they care how using a certain technology will influence the
image in their social circle. On the other hand, herd behaviour
typically includes complete strangers. Those exhibiting herd
mentality, do not greatly care about how the people they follow
will judge them for using certain technology and might not even
know about their choices [37].

3. Motivation and Research Methodology

The paper first presents a motivating scenario of a voice-
enabled workplace to illustrate some of the challenges related
to privacy and consent management in SBs. The key research
questions and the methodology used to answer them are then
presented.

3.1. The future of work: A voice-enabled Smart workplace

In voice-enabled smart offices daily activities are au-
tomated, linked and personalised by leveraging advances
in IoT and AI to increase productivity and enhance user
experience. Examples include finding the closest parking lot,
accessing the indoor maps to book a working desk, adjusting
the lighting and heating settings, reserving a meeting room
in advance, controlling multiple user access by integrating
with the calendar system, locating colleagues, etc. Fig. 1
illustrates the typical services that an individual working in
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Figure 1: Example of a Voice-activated Smart Office

a smart workplace would use and interact with on a daily
basis. However, to provide such personalised, user-centric
services, multiple system components, sensors, smart IoT
devices, actuators and voice assistants must be interconnected
to capture user data consistently. Voice-based digital assistants
are fast replacing touch as the primary user interface in many
such environments [39]. New speech recognition technologies
have simplified the execution of voice-activated commands by
improving the ability to speak contextually and naturally to an
electronic device or a computer system.

As voice-enabled devices become increasingly integrated
into our homes, workplaces (see Fig. 1), and daily routines, the
ubiquity of such internet-connected devices raises many con-
cerns around privacy and trust. Voice-activated devices can be
classified as manually activated, speech activated or always
on [40]. Of these, the always on devices have the highest levels
of privacy concerns as they operate silently in the background
while continuously recording and transmitting data associated
with human activities and behaviours. The primary purpose
of continuously capturing inhabitant data (e.g. presence, be-
haviour, preference, etc.) is to enhance user experiences with
minimal disruption while operating in the background as part
of the living environment. Consequently, individuals frequently
interact with "smart devices" without even realising that they
exist in the environment and without any visibility into what
data these devices are collecting and how they are (re-)sharing
them downstream. In addition, smart appliances including light
bulbs, smart switches, door locks, indoor cameras, and many
other devices [41][42] bring along diverse privacy concerns and
challenges that extend beyond the privacy boundaries into other
dimensions. Some of these challenges are discussed further that
act as motivating factors for informed consent management.

3.2. Key Challenges Related to Data Privacy and Informed
Consent in Smart Buildings

Monitoring and controlling the data collected by the ever-
growing number of smart, connected devices are becoming
more challenging for SB occupants [43]. Challenges faced by
users of smart devices are presented below.

3.2.1. Incorrect mental models of IoT data capture and usage
People often form inaccurate mental models of how smart

devices operate in SB environments. For instance, users have
trouble understanding/explaining the system based on their
mental model when they have to deal with binary states of the
system (e.g. locked or not), order of the priorities, judging
the functionality and mixing of sensor events or interrupts
(alerts) [44]. This is largely due to the complex nature of
interactions among connected smart devices, components,
organisations and third parties. As a result, users often make
poor privacy decisions and give non-meaningful consent to
the data associated with their interactions with smart devices,
violating the principle of valid consent. Some possible reasons
include not being fully aware of the device features and their
privacy implications, product unfamiliarity, poor usability and
complex privacy policy documents [8]. The extensive use of
technical terms in many privacy policy documents makes it
hard for users to understand the purpose of data collection and
to link the interactions with applicable policy statements. In
particular, many people still do not read the privacy policies
and the Privacy Policy Agreement (PPA) for IoT devices
(which may differ considerably from the website PPA) [45].

3.2.2. Unethical collection, use and disclosure of individual
and collective IoT data

IoT data has the potential to reveal highly sensitive informa-
tion about users. E.g., consolidating data from multiple sensor
sources including temperature, humidity, light level and CO2
of a room can track its occupancy with considerably higher
accuracy than with data from only one source [46]. Some of
the insights gained from the analysis of such data are benefi-
cial for marketing, service provisioning and optimising natu-
ral resources within SBs. However, unethical data collection
and usage may have profound privacy implications in smart
spaces. In 2015, privacy advocates lodged a complaint with
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in the US against Sam-
sung’s microphone-enabled Smart TV stating that it was always
switched on in violation of federal wiretapping laws [47]. This
complaint appeared after users noticed that Samsung’s Privacy
Policy provided a warning that “sensitive conversations might
be picked up and transmitted to third parties” as part of the TV’s
voice-controlled search function. As another example, many or-
ganisations use smart electricity meters that are capable of ob-
taining potentially sensitive data about the occupants, including
activties carried out in the smart space [48].

3.2.3. Limitations of de-identification of IoT data to protect in-
dividual privacy

De-identification is the process of removing identifying in-
formation from collected or produced data. It prevents some-
one’s personal identity from being revealed to preserve privacy.
However, data collected by the IoT components in SBs is of-
ten very difficult to de-identify due to its highly granular na-
ture. For example, an individual can be uniquely identified
out of 1.5 million anonymised mobile-phone location streams
[49]. Sensor-based devices capture a unique, rich picture of
an individual, with many related activities. They often permit
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profound and unexpected inferences about personality, charac-
ter, preferences, and intentions. Therefore, it is important to
keep individuals anonymous by avoiding collecting information
that can identify them and making any such data challenging to
identify throughout the IoT data lifecycle [50]. However, ad-
vanced ML classifiers and AI models can be trained to infer
sensitive information from data sets, e.g., in acquiring trade se-
crets from a competitor’s equipment, potentially violating intel-
lectual property rights [51].

3.2.4. Immature IoT solutions with poor privacy controls
Many IoT devices are manufactured for personal use in

close proximity, and they capture sensitive data related to the
user. Any collated personal data is beneficial to assist manufac-
turers or vendors improve their products. It has been found that
most manufacturers and vendors do not have adequate privacy
policies for their IoT devices and there is a potential of lower
compliance with their PPA statements [45]. Therefore, service
providers may collect more data than what is required from
users, and often devices with no user interactivity may generate
a great amount of invisible data as they do not facilitate user
consent (e.g., electricity or water sensor, connected oven or
appliances, tracking devices, or other IoT sensors that do
not have input and output capabilities). In addition, vendors
frequently prioritise ease of use, novel functionality, and quick
time to market, paying less heed to privacy risks [52].

3.3. Research Questions and Approach
Three key research problems that require further research

in the domain of privacy and consent management in SBs have
been identified. The following three research questions(RQ) are
formulated respectively to address them:

• RQ1: What is an appropriate model for informed consent
and privacy management in Smart Buildings to support
stakeholders in implementing better privacy controls while
enhancing an individual’s ability to obtain more granular
transparency? Examination of the literature shows that there
is a lack of informed consent around data capture and usage
and user awareness of data disclosure in smart buildings.
Example requirements to facilitate informed consent include
the need for a clear definition of (i) how PII is collected,
used, shared and disclosed, (ii) how permission is sought
and granted for the accumulated data to be shared and
disclosed to third parties, and (iii) what are the liabilities
related to any breaches of private information. As a solution,
a novel user-centric Informed consent Model (ICM) for SBs
is proposed that will enhance the standard IoT infrastructure
to control the privacy of data circulation across cloud
platforms, underlying services and beyond.In answering
RQ1, we consider providing visibility into privacy policies
against infringements by IoT devices to positively influence
the privacy behaviours of users.

• RQ2: What is a suitable reference architecture that supports
the development of consent and privacy management systems
for Smart Buildings? We propose a reference architecture
for implementing consent and privacy management systems

based on the above proposed ICM. This reference architec-
ture can serve as a blueprint for implementing diverse end-
user consent management solutions for a variety of shared
smart spaces. This study also provides a proof-of-concept
prototype for a shared smart workplace to demonstrate its
feasibility and practicability. E.g., It explores ways to (a)
capture IoT data attached to outbound events, (b) apply dif-
ferent technical solutions for ICM to handle user consent,
and (c) design a specific implementation for the proposed ar-
chitecture for controlling sensitive data disclosure. The ref-
erence architecture, implementation, and prototype are col-
lectively referred to as the ’Informed Consent Management
Engine (ICME)’. ICME supports multi-user, multi-device se-
tups as well as different hierarchical setups in smart spaces to
enhance user awareness.

• RQ3: How can we validate the proposed approach and ex-
amine its effectiveness (including strengthes and limitations)
in managing informed consent in SBs? We evaluate the use-
fulness of ICME (from RQ2) by conducting an expert in-
terview study following three assessment conditions. Prac-
tical, methodological and conceptual assessment conditions
are examined to investigate the impact of ICME in enhanc-
ing the privacy practices of IoT. It also seeks expert opinion
to address the technical issues raised by ICME due to forced
assumptions and suggests ways to better understand privacy-
preserving practices in conjunction with existing methods.
The paper also inspects how the design decisions deviate or
conform from end-user expectations on data collection and
usage from an expert eye by taking them through an actual
case study in a simulated environment.

3.4. Research Methodology

This study was conducted using three scientific research
methods including modelling, prototyping and surveying. Each
research method supported the research in answering the re-
spective research questions detailed in Section 3.3.

3.4.1. Modelling study
Following a systematic literature review, we identified a set

of key requirements for informed consent in SBs to address am-
biguity in (a) how IoT devices are complying with their privacy
policy statements following user consent for various access per-
missions, and (b) the extent to which users have visibility and
awareness of their data collection and use. Based on these re-
quirements, a user-centric Informed Consent Model (ICM) for
SBs is developed. The ICM model redefines the formal struc-
ture of data flows in an IoT network-based SB, verifying indi-
vidual privacy policy statements’ compliance attached to smart
devices. In addition, a reliable methodology is devised for pri-
vacy and consent management based on the ICM model.

3.4.2. Feasibility study
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solution, a

proof of concept prototype has been implemented as the In-
formed consent Management Engine (ICME). It employs the
ICM model for the management of consent in smart working
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spaces. The prototype was implemented in a simulated environ-
ment primarily using a Cloud API server, Document database
server, Push notification service, hardware-API writing tool,
IoT dashboard, device interfaces and a mobile application. Sev-
eral use cases were designed around a voice-activated smart of-
fice space where multiple users, smart devices, data flows, pri-
vacy settings, and permissions are integrated.

3.4.3. Expert Interview study
We conducted an expert interview-based study to evaluate

the ICME prototype to identify the strengths and limitations
of the proposed solution. 15 highly experienced experts in the
area of Privacy, IoT and SBs were recruited through a rigorous
screening process. The study was conducted after getting the
necessary ethics approval and following the basic principles of
ethical research. Due to COVID-19, the interviews were con-
ducted remotely with all participants.

4. Informed Consent Management Framework

This section briefly discusses the key requirements for in-
formed consent in smart buildings. Next, our proposed ICM
model and its process are presented followed by a reference ar-
chitecture for ICM Engine.

4.1. Key Requirements for Informed Consent

The following key requirements for obtaining informed consent
in SBs were identified through detailed literature analysis.

• When activating permissions to consume ”smart services”,
determine for each smart device what data it collects, how,
when, and what privacy implications this may have;

• Label collected data as sensitive and non-sensitive, e.g.
change in room temperature may unintentionally reveal a
person’s presence;

• Record existing privacy settings and data sharing practices of
each user and use them to provide them ongoing awareness;

• Address relevant privacy by design (PbD) principles;

• Structural representation for privacy policies, i.e., define the
user, team, and organisational privacy policies in the pres-
ence of the smart devices;

• Revise dynamic/ongoing consent, i.e., as the user moves
around in the smart space, new devices are encountered, data
capture begins/changes, the new user enters a room, etc.;

• Ensure the maintenance of meaningful informed consent,
i.e., when a new/changed/integrated device is capturing
unintended data, proactively highlight it for users to ensure
their valid consent;

• Provide multi-user and multi-device support in shared smart
environments.

Figure 2: Informed Consent Model (ICM) for Smart Buildings

4.2. Informed Consent Model (ICM)

To satisfy the above prerequisites, a conceptual model for
informed consent [53] is proposed, as shown in Fig. 2. There
are two key actors (a) involved in our consent model – the
end-user (b) and the service provider (c). Both actors may
depend on each other for accomplishing their objectives (e.g.
communication and exchange of messages). The end-user ex-
ecutes multiple tasks (f) associated with the device-specific ac-
tivities (e) related to a particular use case (d). E.g., an employee
may unlock the smart lock on the front door of the smart of-
fice via his voice assistant or digital card. After finding a free
desk space, the employee may adjust the brightness of the smart
lights to meet his preferences with a single command (refer to
the scenario presented in Section 3.1).

A set of privacy goals (g) has to be fulfilled when executing
the service provider-defined tasks (e.g. unlinkability, interven-
ability). These goals represent an intention to mitigate threats
and limit harm to personal information by satisfying privacy cri-
teria concerning such information. Privacy requirements (h) are
used to capture the data subject privacy needs at a high level of
abstraction in conformance with the data protection regulation
(j). Referring to the example in Section 3.1, employees have
the right to know whether their personal preferences, working
hours, and entry and exit times are monitored or tracked from
their daily interactions with the smart devices. Furthermore,
the privacy requirements can be further classified as Confiden-
tiality, Consent, Anonymity, Transparency and Accountability.
Although all factors are equally important, we focus mainly on
enhancing user consent and transparency throughout the data
life cycle.

End-users (b) consume the service (k) provided by the ded-
icated service providers (c) of the smart devices. All the ap-
plicable privacy policy statements (l) of these devices are ini-
tiated by their service providers and should align with applica-
ble data protection laws and regulations. These privacy policy
statements are mostly found during the installation and update
of an IoT device, or progressively with the usage of different
features offered by the service provider. For example, an em-
ployee may grant access to his calendar schedule to facilitate
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multiple access to a meeting room and to assist with advanced
reservations based on the participant’s capacity.

Furthermore, the way an IoT device functions can change
gradually over time. For instance, the features present when the
device is first bought may be updated or replaced with newly
introduced features at a later date through upgrades (e.g. turn-
ing Nest Secure’s keypad hub into a Google Home Mini) [54].
An IoT vendor might be acquired by a different organisation
that has an entirely different set of privacy policies. It may then
collect and use PII for new purposes that current users may not
have contemplated (e.g. Google’s Policy with Fitbit Data) [55].

Long privacy policies have been shown to be unhelpful for
end-users to retrieve required information (See Section 2.1).
So, privacy policy statements are partitioned into four elements
(m) as presented in Fig. 2. Employees (b) who have consented
to share their sensitive information should have visibility into
(i) who monitors, collects, and uses their data, and (ii) the right
to withdraw their consent at any time.

The threats (o) capture events that can potentially threaten
PII by misusing such information. Based on the severity of the
impact, threats can be characterized as high, medium or low. A
threat can also be either natural, accidental, or intentional. Re-
ferring to the example in Section 3.1, analysing an employee’s
data over time may reveal insights into working patterns, per-
sonal habits, power consumption, medical conditions, search
history, social connections and presence which may cause a po-
tential gateway for intentional threats.

Privacy conformance checking is done by intercepting the
device API calls and checking the list of permissions requested
by a device (and granted by a user) against the device privacy
policies. When the end-user (b) triggers an action, and per-
mission (p) needs to be granted to a service (k), the informed
consent engine (q) checks the permissions granted by the user
and the event’s payload data against the device’s privacy policy
statements. If the consent engine detects a policy infringement,
the end-user is made aware of it through a digital nudge (r) and
recorded to maintain the event history for future use. Following
the nudge, the user can decide if they want to take appropriate
actions against the infringement, such as not using the device,
refusing permission for data capture, or leaving the smart space.

4.3. Application of Privacy by Design

In designing our proposed SB informed consent model, we
have addressed five out of the seven foundational principles of
privacy by design (PbD) [56]:

1. Proactive, not reactive; preventative, not remedial – Privacy
considerations must help drive the design, and not the other
way around wherein the design process leads to the detec-
tion and highlighting of privacy violations. Our proposed
consent model creates an environment for the end-user to
take proactive actions to control the disclosure of their data,
limiting potential privacy infringements.

2. Privacy as default setting – Activities that exceed the ex-
pected data privacy context must require the affirmative in-
formed consent of the individual. Here, understanding the

default context is about understanding the tacit context be-
tween participants. The proposed consent model performs
a cross-check of the access permissions granted by the user
with the privacy policies of the IoT devices. It ensures that
no smart device exceeds the contextual understanding of the
parties that the default privacy policy has been violated, a
novel aspect of this research compared to any existing re-
search.

3. Privacy embedded into design – Privacy must be insepara-
ble from the design so that the system or process would not
function without privacy-preserving functionality. Our pro-
posed solution implements this principle by requiring that all
events of the connected devices must go through the consent
model as a safety feature.

4. Visibility and transparency – Pushing consent-seeking
"nudges" to the end-user with a full justification about the
collection or use of PII increases visibility. This information
helps the user decide whether to grant permission to service,
moderate their behaviour or use the model-recommended
corrective actions to reduce privacy risks.

5. Respect for user privacy by keeping it user-centric – Every
user is different in terms of their privacy expectations. This
principle states that each user should have the ability to de-
fine their own privacy expectations, e.g., for work context,
location, set of devices, time of day, activity etc. Our ap-
proach allows this.

4.4. Informed Consent Management Process

Smart buildings can house many organizations spread
across multiple floors and occupying many individuals and
shared rooms that can be grouped into different zones. Each
of these “smart spaces” may be instrumented with different
types of devices that are shared by multiple users with different
levels of accessibility, authority, and privacy preferences. The
nudging mechanism used and the nudging content presented to
the inhabitants of these smart spaces may differ significantly
depending on their level of accessibility and authority. A
central concern in managing such system of systems is the
complex relationship between the smart spaces, shared devices,
and their users. Below, we describe a five-phase process for
managing the privacy of the inhabitants in dynamic shared
smart spaces, i.e., when new users join the building, or new
devices are added to the system.

• Phase 1: Extract privacy policies by applying textual
patterns. Privacy policies and consent-related documents
are often lengthy and complicated to read, causing cogni-
tive overload for device users. Therefore, for each device
installed in the shared smart space, its privacy policies are
extracted based on a pre-defined textual pattern, converted
into an appropriate machine-readable format (e.g., JSON,
XML), and stored in a privacy policy document database
(PDD). As shown in Fig. 3, each privacy policy statement
has the following elements: Actor, Action, Object(s),
Purpose(s) [18], e.g. the service provider collects end-user
usage frequency for service provisioning/analytics.
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Figure 3: Extracted privacy policy statements in a textual pattern - objects of
objects representation on MongoDB Document Database

• Phase 2: Maintain a list of risky permissions for smart de-
vices. A PII bank is created to maintain a list of sensitive
and non-sensitive user information that may be collected and
transferred when users interact with devices in the shared
smart space. Each PII type is linked to a risk level based
on its sensitivity, e.g. a user’s precise location is highly sen-
sitive compared to an approximate location. Each time a new
device is installed in the shared smart space, all permissions
(mandatory and optional) defined by the device’s manufac-
turer are checked to gain more visibility into the personal
data that the vendor can collect about the device user at both
the software and hardware level. Following this, possible
dangerous permissions that have the risk of revealing sensi-
tive information about the users and could be used for pro-
filing, tracking, advertising and identification [57] are identi-
fied, labelled and listed. Each policy statement extracted in
Phase 1 includes such PII types under the object element.

• Phase 3: Check for privacy breaches or potential risks
when users interact with devices. Every time a user interacts
with an SB’s smart device, the payload data for the user-
executed action is captured by ICME and pre-processed into
a machine-readable lightweight data-interchange format.
This payload is then assessed against the privacy policy
statements for that device stored in the PDD. More specifi-
cally, the PII types under the object element of the privacy
policy are compared against the parameters collected in
the payload. To achieve this, it is expected to develop and
deploy APIs of ICME with a document database connection
to check whether each payload fails to meet the privacy
policies. Two types of incidents are flagged – direct breach
of the privacy policy and potential disclosure of high-risk
PII, even if no direct infringement is identified.

• Phase 4: Track and log events associated with privacy
breaches or potential risks. Once a smart device’s payload
has been assessed against its privacy policy statements, the
user-triggered action (event, action, time, current status) is
tracked and logged for all incidents flagged in Phase 3.

• Phase 5: Recommend corrective actions using nudges. The
incidents logged in Phase 4 are used to recommend corrective
actions to the user via nudges to control and mitigate emer-
gent privacy issues that have occurred and/or may transpire
in future. Nudging is an approach for influencing people’s
judgment, choice or behaviour in a desirable way and is used
in a range of domains including cybersecurity [58]. In de-
signing the nudge content, we have considered the concepts
of protection motivation theory (PMT) [34], herd behaviour
[37], social norms [38], privacy paradox [8] and privacy cal-
culus theories [38] to enhance user awareness, share good
practices, and to motivate users to review and possibly ad-
just their privacy settings. In our approach, a nudge con-
sists of three elements: (1) a summary of the unauthorised
actions, (2) two options for ignoring or allowing data to be
shared, and (3) redirecting instructions to the privacy settings
window. After the initial step of generating the simplified
terms and conditions, the consent engine will progressively
ask consent to capture, process or share data in a way that the
user can understand the consequences. In addition, sending
personalised privacy protection nudges based on user pref-
erences (visual representation of nudges, e.g. text, progress
bar, radio buttons, social influence) will gradually transform
their behaviour of using IoT devices. Users will get used
to certain recommended practices over time and adopt an
accurate user discretion process for privacy choice. More-
over, the consent engine flags possible privacy vulnerability
alerts with the occurrence of unintended movements, activa-
tion of devices, and enablement of permission within the SB
premises.

4.5. Informed Consent Management Engine (ICME)
Prototyping is utilized to assess the feasibility of the ICM

and to verify that it will function as envisioned. A reference
architecture for the proposed approach is presented, along with
an explanation of how the functionalities of ICME support the
key characteristics of SBs. A proof-of-concept prototype im-
plementation is presented in Section 5.

4.5.1. ICME Reference Architecture
Fig. 4 presents the ICME reference architecture and shows

the key data flows between the different components. A key fea-
ture of this architecture is that it redefines the formal structure
of the data flows through an IoT network to assess the compli-
ance of data capture and use with the individual privacy policy
statements attached to the smart devices.

The privacy policies for each IoT device in the shared smart
space (corresponding to Phase 1 in Section 4.4), the list of pre-
defined permissions (Phase 2), the events associated with pri-
vacy breaches or potential risks (Phase 4), and the nudge details
(Phase 5) are stored in the document database (5). A user can
interact with the IoT Device (10) in three different ways; via a
mobile application (1), via the IoT dashboard (2) and by using
a voice assistant (8). These act as consumers of the ICME API
deployed on the ICM Cloud-API server (4). If we consider the
scenario of the user interacting with an IoT device via his/her
mobile application, then the following data flow occurs. The
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Figure 4: Reference architecture of ICME (The data flow diagram [59])

user request from the application (1) is forwarded to the ICM
Cloud-API server (4) via the API Gateway (3) by making Rest
API calls. On the ICM Cloud-API server, each variable of the
request payload is assessed against the privacy policies in the
PDD (5) (Phase 3). Simultaneously, the API publishes the re-
quest payload to a dedicated topic on the Message Broker (6),
which routes it to the appropriate IoT device subscribed to the
same topic (10) after identifying the end-point. In the event of
a privacy breach or a potential disclosure of high-risk PII, the
event is logged in the database (Phase 4). Following this, the
ICM API server also sends a nudge recommending corrective
actions to the mobile application using the Push Notification
Service (11) (Phase 5). Finally, the device’s current status is
reflected on the IoT dashboard (2) by forwarding the message
via a hardware and API writing tool (7).

Our proposed informed consent engine can be introduced to
the standard IoT data lifecycle as a new feature for controlling
information flow among multiple devices and users over a cloud
server. To achieve this, we employ several tools (firmware and
software code), plugins (message brokers) services (push noti-
fication, API Gateway), and associated interfaces/applications
to apply this privacy-enhancing solution to a real Smart Build-
ing setting. The primary benefit of this reference architecture
is to provide software architects of IoT with a structured way
to enforce this approach to privacy-protected SB infrastructures
for their end-users while maximising occupant data safety. Fur-
thermore, based on the capability and accessibility to employ
different servers, plugins and tools, there can be many imple-
mentations for this generalised reference architecture.

4.5.2. ICME Functions to Support Key SB Requirements
Examples of supporting functions that enable ICME to

manage the heterogeneity of SBs, including the features used
in our prototype to illustrate the concepts, are presented.

• Multi-user, multi-device support: In smart shared spaces, IoT
devices are shared by multiple users, each with its own data
privacy preferences. To deliver the required service and con-
trol for each device’s access, we require many-to-many rela-
tionships between users and smart devices. Even in a sim-
ple smart shared area where personal devices are installed in
dedicated rooms for the owner’s use - such as a camera, smart
light, and door lock - we can observe a complex user-device
relationship.

Figure 5: Implemented solution overview of ICME

• Hierarchical collections of users and locations: SB solutions
need to accommodate different organisational and structural
setups. For example, nudges may need to be customised ac-
cording to the role of an individual within an organisation
(e.g., department head, division head, employee, non-staff,
etc.). Based on different authority levels, nudges are gen-
erated to monitor and control IoT devices’ privacy settings
within a given Organisational hierarchy (i.e. Company >
Division > Department > Employee) From this approach,
heads of divisions and departments can see the percentage
of employees working under him exposed to privacy threats
and who needs to further respond to the nudges. Also, the
smart building manager can understand how data privacy is
managed in his building by looking at the statistics provided
by the consent engine. When employees continuously trans-
fer PII data to cloud servers due to unawareness, or any user
request contains an unauthorised PII, it will be reflected on
the system as a whole. This approach would help the owner
identify the loopholes within their IoT network and address
them as appropriate. Similarly, there can be multiple individ-
uals and shared rooms, zones of such rooms, floors of such
zones, smart sites, or buildings (e.g. Smart office space).
Hence, based on the location hierarchy, we customise the
output through Building structural hierarchy (i.e., Location
> Site > Building > Floor > Zone > Room) This provides
maximum privacy equally for personal and shared devices.

5. Prototype Implementation

This section presents a specific implementation of our
ICME reference architecture.

5.1. Solution Overview

Fig. 5 shows one specific implementation for the reference
architecture shown in Fig. 4. IoT deployments in SBs consist
of many IoT devices, and it is essential to track, monitor, and
manage all the connected devices in a SB via cloud servers.
These cloud servers manage the remote IoT device life cycle
while playing a crucial role in operating smart devices at scale.
With the use of cloud databases and visual programming tools,
we designed the ICME prototype as follows.
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We used Node-RED1 to implement a Smart Building IoT
Dashboard (2) and for wiring together the hardware interfaces
and the ICM APIs (7). Similarly, we used the AWS API
Gateway2 (3) to act as the ”front door” for our ICM Cloud
API, which was deployed on an Amazon EC2 server (4). The
privacy policy database was implemented using MongoDB3

(5), and MQTT4 was used as the Message Broker (6). While
ICM API acts as a publisher to a specific topic on the Mosquitto
MQTT broker(6), which runs on our dedicated Amazon cloud
server(4), IoT device(10) acts as a subscriber for that same
topic to trigger the action as device’s primary functionality.
To perform the policy check as the secondary functionality,
we capture the request payload (part of transmitted data that
is the actual intended message) going through the device
manufacturer’s cloud platform. These payloads may include
user location, availability, calendar data or any other PII
(Personally identifiable information). For the purposes of our
SB prototype demonstration, ”mock-up” interfaces are created
for different IoT devices, including Smart Door Lock, Smart
TV, Smart Light Switch and Smart Thermostat, that mimic
their behaviours (10). Finally, privacy nudges are transmitted
to the user via Firebase5 push notification service (11) and
displayed on a prototype iOS mobile application. The code for
ICME is available on Github6.

5.2. Prototype API development

We developed the prototype using Typescript 3.8.3 lan-
guage and NodeJS v14.3.0 as the application server. We
integrated Cloud MongoDB as our Document database and
used Mongoose7 as an object modelling tool to create DB mod-
els for querying purposes. We chose Amazon Web Services
(AWS) as our infrastructure to deploy all API functions using
AWS lambda service. We exposed authorised accessibility
to our written APIs via an AWS API gateway for consumers
(connected through a mobile app/ IoT automation Tool/ Voice
Assistant or a collaboration platform for API development, e.g.
Postman). All API calls use a Rest API. For testing, we used
Postman8 tool to make Rest API calls that include payload
data in the body of the user request. The Rest API calls are
intended to send a request to get work done remotely or solicit
a response. This creates a test environment to simulate a wide
range of example user IoT device interaction requests, IoT
device communications, and ICM API calls. The constraints
defined in our APIs check if an incoming smart device payload
request matches a definition, and will reject it if it doesn’t
satisfy the requirements.

We prototyped three APIs to (a) perform policy checks
and trigger events of IoT devices, (b) generate distinct nudges,

1https://nodered.org/
2https://aws.amazon.com/api-gateway/
3https://www.mongodb.com/cloud
4https://mqtt.org/
5https://firebase.google.com/
6https://github.com/chehara/ICM_repo
7https://mongoosejs.com/
8https://www.postman.com/

and (c) record user privacy permission changes. A Document
database collection is maintained to store records of users,
devices, and IoT events. Additionally, it contains privacy pol-
icy statements attached to each event, personally identifiable
information (PII) types with their corresponding sensitivity
levels, and lists of authorized devices for each individual and
user group based on the hierarchical organizational structure.
These collections are joined logically to query/filter records
based on smart device payload data. For instance, according
to the device token, IoT device ID and event ID, we query an
array of applicable privacy policies. Then, we compare all
the end-user data objects one by one defined in these policy
statements (see Fig. 3) with the variables attached to the
payload data. Once this policy check is performed via an
API call, it sends an output listing all the privacy policies and
end-user data as JSON objects that have been infringed with
the execution of user requests. These privacy infringement
details are recorded in the database (log history collection) and
used to generate distinct nudge content.

We defined a set of privacy nudges to deliver to the user to
help improve their smart building device data privacy aware-
ness. Once a nudge is sent to the user, they can act upon it
by declining the recommendation or changing their privacy set-
tings. If the nudges have been repeatedly declined in previous
attempts, we calculate the frequency of repetitive privacy vi-
olations/risks sent to the user when generating different types
of nudges. The compulsion of the nudge content is directly
proportional to the frequency of such declined similar viola-
tions/potential risks. The code for the APIs mentioned above is
available in our GitHub repository.

5.3. Deployment of Prototype Components to AWS

After deploying the ICM APIs on an AWS instance, an
AWS API Gateway and lambda functions are created in the
AWS cloud services. Our deployed ICM APIs act as publishers
to pre-defined topics in the MQTT message broker on AWS. Fi-
nally, the AWS IoT core9 is configured with special instructions
to be used with Node-RED MQTT nodes.

5.4. Design data flows for a smart lab

For our ICME prototype implementation, we simulated the
setup of the HumaniSE lab10 as a smart building environment.
As shown in Fig. 7, the lab includes private rooms, meeting
rooms, open-plan working spaces and shared areas. For a SB
demonstration, we have configured the lab with seven smart
light interfaces, four smart door lock interfaces, two smart TV
interfaces, and five smart temperature sensor interfaces. Node-
RED is used to implement smart space automation operations
by wiring together these different devices, the ICM APIs and
the Nudge Notification Service.

The data flow design is different for each type of smart de-
vice. Fig. 6 shows data flows that are numbered and partitioned

9https://aws.amazon.com/iot-core/
10https://www.monash.edu/it/humanise-lab/home
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Figure 6: Data flow definition for smart lights in the HumaniSE Lab - Node-
Red admin user interface.

into multiple tabs on the same canvas for convenience. For ex-
ample, the first tab in Fig. 6 shows the data flow definition for
the smart lights in the HumaniSE Lab. We can define such data
flows for any type of smart space setup, including hierarchical
ones as discussed in Section 4.5.2. As this implementation con-
sists of multiple link nodes and sub-flows, we can easily reuse
existing nodes while affording any demanded scalability. This
data flow design is a reusable artifact that can be used for any
future application for any smart office setting and is one of the
key contributions of this study.

5.5. Dashboard for the Smart Space

An IoT dashboard is a key human-machine interface that or-
ganises and represents a digitalisation of the physical world in
a single interface that can access and control a given environ-
ment from anywhere in the world. We have used Node-RED
to implement our SB dashboard, which provides users with a
real-time view of each smart space and its different IoT devices
in the shared space. As shown in Fig. 7, the dashboard layout
is laid out as a grid. It consists of multiple dashboard nodes
(e.g., charts, gauges) to express the live status of each device.
Based on the number of buildings, rooms, floors, and divisions
in our smart space, the design can be customised to position all
the smart devices installed in a real environment. Fig. 7 demon-
strates the dashboard in use for our HumaniSE lab smart space
with the floor map integration. Users can see the current status
of each smart device and check if it is functioning according to
the constraints defined in the data flow. The ICM API calls are
executed in parallel to perform policy checks and generate user
nudges.

5.6. ICME Digital Nudging Examples

Digital nudging is used for positive reinforcement, high-
lighting what privacy settings should be practised by the SB in-
habitants to secure and protect their PII. As illustrated in Fig. 8,
we have provided an option for the user to react to or decline
a pop-up message generated for each type of nudge. Different
types of nudges are delivered to the user based on the declined

Figure 7: Node-Red Dashboard for the HumaniSe Lab (with floor map integra-
tion)

nudge frequency calculation (as described in Section 5.2). Also,
each nudge includes a "Tell me more..." feature to debrief the
calculation and examine the history of events. All generated
nudges with the user action are recorded in the database to mea-
sure nudge effectiveness against user behaviour change in the
future. Below, we list nine different nudge types, based on ex-
isting literature on nudging and human decision-making ((see
2.4) that have been implemented in our prototype.

• Type 1: Awareness. This nudge type seeks to raise users’
privacy awareness to protect them from possible privacy in-
fringements. e.g. Your <PII Type> has been shared <n>
times during the last <x> days.

• Type 2: Awareness and Control. In addition to informing the
user of possible privacy infringements in recent data trans-
missions, Type 2 nudge includes a control condition state-
ment to guide users in addressing the situation. e.g. <Type1
awareness statement>, Consider changing privacy settings.

• Type 3: Awareness and Coping Appraisal. In coping
appraisal, people assess response efficacy, i.e., whether
undertaking a recommended course of action will remove
the threat, and self-efficacy i.e., their level of confidence
in being able to carry it out. Type 3 nudges include a
coping appraisal statement and the awareness statement.
e.g. <Type1 awareness statement>, You can easily minimize
the possibility of suffering privacy breaches, if you disable
<service name> sharing services.

• Type 4: Awareness and Threat Appraisal. In threat appraisal,
people consider the perceived severity, i.e., how negative the
threat’s consequences, and perceived vulnerability, i.e., like-
lihood of the threat materialising. Type 4 nudges include
threat appraisal and threat awareness statements. e.g. <Type1
awareness statement>. If you do not disable your <PII Type>
sharing privacy settings, your personal data could be com-
promised and you can be tracked or profiled.

• Type 5: Awareness and Herd Behaviour. In addition to
the awareness statement, we included figures on popularity
to inform how others have restricted information disclo-
sure(Social nudge). e.g. <Type1 awareness statement>.
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Figure 8: Nudge visualisation respect to the end user data objects of Fig. 3,
controlling of devices and their privacy settings via mobile app

<Percentage> of your colleagues do not share <PII Type>
with others.

• Type 6: Coping and Threat Appraisal. In this type, we com-
bined the Type 3 nudge with the Type 4 nudge.

• Type 7: Male or Female Anthropomorphic character. An-
thropomorphic characters are male or female human-like im-
ages that appear with the nudge content to increase user’s
trust. Furthermore, previous empirical findings on nudges to
security behaviour have proven that a male anthropomorphic
character increases security behaviour. e.g. A quote by a
male or a female with an image.

• Type 8: Awareness and Gain. This type of nudge highlights
what users can obtain if they proceed with the privacy setting
changes. e.g. <Type1 awareness statement>. By changing
your privacy settings, you could protect your personal data
from prying smart <Device name>.

• Type 9: Awareness and Loss. This type of nudge highlights
what users will lose if they do not proceed with the privacy
setting changes. e.g. <Type1 awareness statement>. If you
do not change your privacy settings, you could lose your pri-
vacy in protecting your data.

5.7. Mobile App development and Nudge Visualisation

We prototyped a mobile application for interacting with the
ICME smart space devices and to visualise and respond to dig-
ital nudges about privacy threats and settings. The application
displays the recent nudges received by the user, categorised un-
der each smart device and its action (e.g. Smart TV - Process
action). Fig. 8 illustrates how the Type 4 nudge is activated.
When a user triggers an event (1) to lock the Smart Door via his
mobile application, the request is processed by the ICM APIs.
The dashboard reflects the device’s live status using different
colour codes and visual indicators (2.1, 2.2). The smart door
lock trigger command is connected to his phone and can access
his location data through the mobile phone’s location service

technology. The repeated approximate location access raises a
data privacy reminder and the smart lock device’s PII accessing
behaviour is visualised as a nudge on the app. Finally, the user
can respond to the nudge and change the privacy settings (3).

6. Evaluation

We have qualitatively evaluated the ICME approach and
prototype using expert interviews. Below, we provide details
of how this evaluation was carried out.

6.1. Ethics Approval
Ethics approval was obtained from Monash University’s

Human Research Ethics Committee (MUHREC) prior to
conducting the expert interviews (a low-risk research project
approved on July 2, 2021). All documents relevant to the
data collection process, including the explanatory statement,
consent form, recruitment email, advertisement, and interview
protocol, are included in Section 7.

6.2. Planning Interviews
We used a seven-stage process to conduct the study [60]

– (i) thematise: define the purpose of the investigation and
present how the theme can be investigated; (ii) study design:
collect generated knowledge from the participants and consider
the ethical implications of the study; (iii) interview: use an in-
terview guide with a reflective approach to the knowledge we
seek and the interpersonal relations of the interview situation;
(iv) transcribe: the interviews to text and anonymise details of
the people, locations, and events which are mentioned in the
interview; (v) analyse: we consider the nature of the interview
material, which modes of analysis are appropriate for the in-
terviews – we applied a six-phased reflexive thematic analysis
[61]; (vi) verify: we ascertain the interview findings’ validity,
reliability, and generalisability; (vii) report the findings.

6.3. Data Collection
Interview Protocol: We conducted an interview study

to collect qualitative, open-ended data to explore participant
thoughts, feelings and beliefs about ICME and privacy in IoT-
oriented SBs. We formulated a set of semi-structured questions
[62], e.g., ”Can you recall any framework or model that caters
the informed consent management in SB Environments”. The
participants shared examples of projects and measures they ex-
perienced or applied previously to address privacy concerns.
We followed up by asking more concrete questions such as
”How did you determine the <participant defined example>
would best fit with the <participant defined project> ?”. We
conducted a pilot study involving two participants (researchers
working for Monash smart cities) known to the first author, and
not related to the research, to ensure that the questions conveyed
the expected meaning. The questionnaire was fine-tuned based
on the feedback received from these two baseline respondents.

Participants: A total of 15 experts (13 male and 2 fe-
male) from the industry and academia belonging to two distinct
groups (Security and Privacy Experts, and SB and IoT infras-
tructure designers) were recruited for our evaluation. Recruit-
ment was carried out by (i) directly contacting suitable candi-
dates that were known to the investigators’ via personal email
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invitations or (ii) contacting those who expressed interest in a
LinkedIn advertisement about the study. Email invitations were
sent to the selected candidates following a rigorous screening
of their profiles. The participants’ years of relevant experience
varied from 8 to over 25 years; more than half of them had over
15 years of industry experience. The participants were from
Australia, New Zealand, Brazil and Sri Lanka. However, their
career experience spans beyond their current locations and in-
cludes Germany, the Middle East, India, Egypt, Sweden and the
United Kingdom. There were eight participants from the indus-
try and four from academia with expertise in Security and pri-
vacy specialists (knowledgeable in IoT). Similarly, there were
two participants from the industry and one from the academia
with expertise in SB and IoT infrastructure designers (knowl-
edgeable in privacy).

Conducting the Interviews: Prior to the interview, all
participants were provided with a short video11 highlighting
the primary research problem, the research objectives, a brief
overview of the proposed approach, and a demonstration of
how it works using the following scenario:

”Johnny, a member of the HumaniSE lab12, prefers to turn
on his smart heater and the lights on his way to his room us-
ing an office automation mobile app, which continuously cap-
tures his current location. Once he enters the room, he checks
his daily calendar schedule and sets his smart door lock to be
locked/unlocked automatically. After several months he notices
that he is receiving some strange personalised emails and ad-
vertisements from unauthorised third parties. He is now an-
noyed due to the disclosure of his personal data via smart de-
vices, including his calendar and location details, without be-
ing aware of the consent and privacy policies. After report-
ing this incident to the management, they decide to integrate
ICME into their Building Automation System (BAS) to better
control IoT devices’ privacy. Johnny can now interact with the
IoT devices of any smart space in three different ways; via a
mobile application, an IoT dashboard, and a voice assistant.
These are consumers of the ICME API, deployed on the Amazon
Cloud-API server, which performs policy checks. When Johnny
interacts with a device via his mobile app, the API captures
the associated event payload to assess the event-specific pol-
icy statements stored in the MongoDB document database. All
the applicable policies are tested and the results are logged as
true or false to indicate any policy infringements and potential
disclosure of high-risk PII. If any privacy issues arise, the API
nudges Johnny and recommends corrective actions to his mo-
bile application. Simultaneously, a message broker routes the
request to the appropriate device.”

The semi-structured interviews were conducted remotely
via Zoom primarily due to the COVID-19 pandemic and also
because several participants were located overseas.

6.4. Data analysis
The 15 interviews were recorded and transcribed using

Otter.ai13 and then manually verified. We performed a reflexive

11https://youtu.be/5y6CdyWAdgY
12https://www.monash.edu/it/humanise-lab/home
13https://otter.ai/

Thematic Analysis (TA) on the descriptive answers received
for the interview questions. TA is a method for "identifying,
analysing and reporting patterns (themes) within data" [61].
The demonstration and questions for evaluating our proposed
approach are based on some pre-defined concepts intended
to be covered through the interview study (e.g., use of digital
nudging, interoperability of the solution, issues in getting
informed consent from IoT users, and beneficiaries of ICME).
We used NVivo software14 to organize the textual data and
create graphical displays. This assisted in discovering patterns
of codes and links between codes across large fields of data.

6.5. Results
The key findings from our evaluation study are demon-

strated in two aspects: (a) the inherent complexities relating
to data privacy for various IoT implementations (based on the
experts’ experiences with similar use cases in their professional
careers), and (b) the timeliness of the proposed model and
reference architecture for managing user consent in SBs. We
assign an identification code to denote each participant as
IV(n); n = 1,2,...,15.

6.5.1. Data privacy complexities
The majority of the experts noted the originality of our pro-

posed solution to enhance the visibility of IoT data capture and
circulation across cloud platforms and beyond, e.g. ”once you
disclose your sensitive data to the cloud, it’s gone. Therefore,
it’s better to take precautions to decide what to release and what
not to release as recommended by the ICME” [IV9].

The experts concurred that people always tick the “terms
and conditions” box to quickly consume the service or the prod-
uct features. By ticking the box, users agree to a vendor’s pri-
vacy policy. However, a policy merely tells users how the ser-
vice/product provider will handle user information, and is not a
request for consent. Therefore, ticking the box cannot be con-
sidered valid consent but merely a term of entry [IV15]. Re-
spondents also noted that when users purchase a smart device,
they always have to give consent to continue with the subse-
quent processes [IV4]. The decision is Boolean; either accept
or reject without any flexibility [IV6]. Experts highlighted this
as one of the weaker privacy controls in IoT systems.

More precisely, ”Smart peripherals collect data as per the
user agreements, but how they handle that information is still a
grey area. A recommendation offered by such devices is highly
unlikely to be a part of the privacy legislation/policy/guidelines
. . . there may be organisations that have adopted cybersecurity
frameworks (e.g. NIST) and Privacy Acts (e.g. GDPR) for their
IoT development. However, these terms are not specific or rele-
vant to a product despite providing a comprehensive and appli-
cable holistic view” [IV14].

According to the literature, some products may comply with
all the relevant privacy terms and conditions; they can be ade-
quately deployed, but privacy can never be ensured due to un-
foreseen privacy risks. One interviewee highlighted that the re-
turn we get depends on how much data we are willing to trade

14https://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo-qualitative-data-
analysis-software/home
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off. For instance, IoT companies collect the data and may try
to sell or make profits from it, and later we are potentially pay-
ing double or triple the price for this compound picture [IV4].
These privacy implications are compounded when users can-
not control the devices with reasonable visibility. For example,
sensors are trickier to be controlled as they operate in the back-
ground with limited interactions and human interfaces except
for blinking lights [IV12].

From the experts’ point of view, multiple people will re-
view the same codebase and design within any IoT organisation
to ensure quality and privacy. Nevertheless, they belong to the
same building/office space, and probably they could be serv-
ing as colleagues or mentors who teach new staff. Thus, it was
noted that there is a high probability of making the same mis-
take [IV4]. Therefore, privacy controls are weaker across IoT,
though it has been around for a long time. There are still many
privacy gaps in IoT, although organisations and researchers are
making efforts to improve it. Some examples from expert ob-
servations include: IoT vendors and companies are concerned
about being ‘caught in the crossfire’ of negative publicity or
scrutiny from a regulator. While they may not be interested in
serving the community or doing the right thing, they definitely
take action if they are hit with regulatory fines or community
complaints. Thus, recently we can see more privacy by design
at the early manufacturing stage [IV15].

6.5.2. Timeliness of the ICME approach
Experts noted that there are a variety of different consent

management platforms, models, tools and frameworks for web
systems, browsers and apps [IV2, IV5, IV12]. For example, be-
sides the default mode, social media platforms such as Twitter
or Facebook also support sophisticated privacy settings. Simi-
larly, some systems allow novice users to follow the behaviour
of security and privacy experts by choosing the settings cho-
sen by them [IV1]. Digi me15 is a consent service where a
person can handle all their consent contracts for various infor-
mation uses across platforms through one channel [IV15]. It
sends a request to the applicable User Storage to release the
ReleasedData to the Developer Application. Some intelligent
Data Analytics and Machine Learning tools can automatically
analyse the data and reveal particular combinations of attributes
or values that are at significant risk of privacy leakage, as the
number of records satisfying that specific combination of at-
tribute values is overly low. If an attacker could come up with
such a combination of attributes, they can reveal sensitive pat-
terns, and reveal PII [IV9]. Therefore, these intelligent tools,
frameworks and models can assist or warn users and develop-
ers to preserve data privacy (e.g. by limiting data collection) to
a certain extent while enhancing user awareness.

However, the experts stated that there are several limitations
and difficulties in using existing tools or inventing comprehen-
sive frameworks. For instance, employees do not always get
to decide the tools/automated solution required to protect IoT-
oriented systems from unintended privacy implications as or-
ganisations need to maintain a delicate balance between being

15https://digi.me/partner-terms/

up-to-date and being cost-effective [IV2]. Also, most of these
tools are partly automated as there are many intelligent and
privacy-preserving processes that cannot be easily transformed
into automated processes to manage user consent and validate
controls. Many tools, including Governance, Risk and Compli-
ance (GRC) tools such as Archer, Camms, or MetricStream can
capture this information. Yet, there is a need to aggregate and
cast human eyes over it in meeting sufficient compliance levels
[IV2]. Manual checking is still required as the tools can only
support a certain amount of automation for IoT organisations.

All the interview participants agreed that they have previ-
ously not seen a consent management solution such as ICME.
In most cases, they said that privacy laws do not require con-
sent. Instead, they require notice, and consent applies if we de-
cide to do something unintended with user information or give
it to a third party in a different circumstance. Informed consent
usually comes after we already have the information and we are
going to use or disclose the information in a way that the per-
son does not understand or does not expect [IV15]. In addition,
the experts stated that it would be beneficial if the user knows
when and how much data or preferences from the smart devices
that are linked back to the users were going out to the Cloud;
they know when it is not what the user signed up for and the
terms and conditions; if they had an opportunity to vary their
consent; change the understanding of what they are trading off
[IV8, IV15]. The participants shared a common view that the
technical aspect of improving privacy for IoT is still evolving.
In contrast, the human factor plays a vital role in making ed-
ucated decisions that the community does not understand well
with the given information [IV4]. Therefore, terms and condi-
tions are outdated ways of making people aware of agreements,
and this is where the ICME concept comes timely in the initial
smart device infrastructure design stage and beyond.

It was noted about the ICME approach: "This is an excel-
lent idea . . . Some popular reference architecture already exists
for smarter environments, such as Cisco, IBM or Intel reference
architecture for IoT . . . However, . . . it doesn’t have anything re-
lated to privacy. So if we can develop this reference architec-
ture with privacy as an additional layer, it will be amazing. The
currently applied standard is only an engineering architecture
without integration of engineering with privacy in one place -
because it does not exist [IV7]."

6.5.3. Strengths of ICME
S1: Supports software developers in developing en-

hanced privacy and consent management solutions for
smart spaces: The experts stated that most developers find
it challenging to design, develop and deliver novel privacy
solutions for IoT. ”Absolutely, it supports both novice and
expert developers"[IV2, IV15] and is beneficial for consumer
advocates for companies in obtaining great benefits” [IV3].

Instantiating a fully functional reference architecture that
caters to the emerging requirements of the IoT domain requires
further research and domain area expertise. With ICME,
the top-level management or strategists can configure each
role within the organization properly, without relying on the
developer, and ensure that the outputs go through the ICME
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engine to ensure privacy enforcement [IV10, IV11]. ICME
raises awareness as a lot of developers involved in mobile or
IoT applications use third-party components and SDK libraries.
They do not know the extent of data that these libraries are
sharing. Often, the SDKs are used for convenience, but the
providers of such libraries may want them to be consumed
as a source of income or for advertising. In some instances,
the developers are liable for sensitive data breaches instead
of these third-party library providers [IV12]. Therefore,
developer experience also matters in some specific use cases.
The success of the ICME platform would depend on how easy
it is for developers or companies to use it while delivering
services to the end user [IV10]. Therefore, experts stressed
that it is always valuable to have a reference architecture rather
than reinventing the wheel. With ICME, any organisation that
wants to develop a consent management solution has a solid
framework and prototype to start with [IV12, IV10] although
new requirements may emerge around system integration and
configuration, and with security add-ons [IV14].

S2: Supports platform independent implementation:
The experts acknowledged that the ICME architecture and
the prototype can solve a massive problem as its simplicity
by design would convenience embedding privacy within
existing solutions. Any IoT service provider or vendor can
use it if they meet all the clearly defined rigorous guidelines
[IV10]. In addition, the experts highlighted that they had not
previously designed the reference architecture for a particular
service platform as the implementation is independent of any
substituting service/platform/tool [IV15].

S3: Improves user awareness and visibility to data by
making information more useful: With the rapid adoption
of IoT, every home/apartment has at least 10-15 smart devices.
Users are supposed to be fully aware of what applications
are requesting personal data and what the application does
with their request permissions. Based on the experts’ opinion,
buying secure products from quality vendors than relying on
cheaper devices or having a good firewall would limit this
collection and misuse of data. However, not everybody has the
knowledge or capability to be privacy-aware at an advanced
level around their smart devices, so it is timely to have a
tool/reference architecture to ensure data privacy across cloud
platforms [IV3, IV4].

By providing more context around the data being collected,
ICME helps users make better, more-informed privacy deci-
sions. Experts also highlighted that as a result of leaving the
Wi-Fi modules switched on all the time, a user’s MAC address
can be collected using rouge Wi-Fi access points and used to
draw a trajectory of a user’s commute route [IV9]. Therefore,
experts acknowledged that our solution is practical to make
people aware of potentially sensitive data leakages [IV3, IV9]
as IoT device applications may often access user data [IV6].
For instance, ICME uses nudges to address one of the complex
challenges in privacy, i.e., to positively change users’ privacy
decisions [IV1, IV6].

S4: Supports personalised privacy decision-making ex-
perience. ”I have 34-38 mobile devices at home, including my
children’s, and if I can get a snapshot of all the devices and how

the captured data goes beyond the user consent or privacy poli-
cies, I would love to know what kind of dashboard I get [IV3]”.
With Node-Red integration, ICME provides a personalised pri-
vacy dashboard for users with live status display for all their
IoT devices. In addition, experts mentioned that it can capture
the data and visualise the privacy information while delivering
significant insights to its owner [IV12, IV10]. Given privacy
dashboards, users can start comparing solutions from diverse
vendors and assess which providers share excessive amounts of
data and which providers are more likely to share a reasonable
amount of data, leading to increased awareness about the data
collection practices of different vendors [IV12].

S5: Encourages accountability among service providers:
ICME architecture and prototype help to build trust and trans-
parency over data when an owner of a SB is not trusting the
infrastructure itself and prefers to see what is happening with
the internal data captured from their smart devices [IV6]. It puts
individuals in control of their privacy while holding the service-
providing organisations to a higher degree of accountability.
Therefore, experts pointed out that organisations must be honest
and have up-to-date privacy policies to maintain users’ trust in
their devices. Also, what they initially state as the utility of their
personal information should be all they do with it [IV15]. Fur-
thermore, the manufacturers developing IoT devices can benefit
from building better security and privacy controls upfront with
the new legislation changes in enforcing better privacy at design
and manufacturing time [IV2].

S6: Outbound traffic testing component for vendors:
One of the participants suggested that the ICME framework can
be transformed into a testing component for IoT vendors to en-
sure they are not inappropriately sharing consumer information
[IV15]. The “ICME Cloud API server” can be used to test the
outbound traffic can be tested during product development. Us-
ing it, developers can build compliance-driven IoT products and
sensors if they can parse the test payloads across the ICME API
to verify the data variables against user consent. In addition,
some companies have their own privacy dashboards that only
work with a specific product line. ICME can remove this inter-
operability issue by becoming a proxy in the middle, amending
the media or capturing the traffic and giving them required pri-
vacy information [IV12].

6.5.4. Limitations of ICME
Some of the limitations identified by the experts are dis-

cussed below. While some of them are at a conceptual level,
others are either functional or empirical and will likely become
apparent when the system is deployed at scale.

L1: Inconvenience of nudges. According to the experts, as
the number of connected devices in a smart space increases, so
does the number of nudges received by the users [IV7]. Many
users tend to turn off the notifications if the nudging frequency
is too high [IV6, IV7]. Moreover, they may hesitate to engage
with the nudges if they find it challenging to digest the level
of information provided [IV13]. Therefore, it is important not
to overload the user with information. A potential solution is
to experiment with each type of nudge to discover which one
works the best for a given user [IV12].
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L2: Building trust in ICME: “With the integration of our
work . . . people may ask . . . how can they trust the ICME frame-
work provider instead of the IoT device manufacturer as they
can be tech giants in the market for years” [IV5]. This concern
might be an issue for any stakeholder who does not trust the
third party completely [IV6]. Therefore, we should be able to
convince the potential stakeholders of ICME (e.g. IoT vendors,
SB owners, OS providers) by clarifying the transparency of our
operations, authenticity in its behaviour, and reliability in its
performance. This approach will gradually build stakeholder
trust and positively influence data privacy.

L3: Using IoT services instead of actual devices: The ex-
perts held the view that there is a significant difference between
a physical IoT device and a service. While the IoT service
mimics the functionality of transmitting a payload, the physi-
cal device gets authenticated to the environment and performs
underlying device-cloud communication to operate as triggered
[IV7]. Experts further highlighted that as we are replicating the
IoT infrastructure to support compliance checking, we have full
control over data and requests, which might be restricted or fil-
tered in real environments [IV4]. In addition, there are device
drivers based on the profile of the device (e.g. device name,
device firmware, device location) and this information can only
be fetched from a real device [IV7].

L4: Interoperability issues across multiple communica-
tion standards: The ICME reference architecture can be im-
plemented with compatible tools/servers/database settings. As
explained in Section 5.1, we used the MQTT IoT protocol for
service integration, and it has a solid abstraction layer to per-
form all the transactions across the cloud securely. To support
an increasing number of message brokers to foster the concept
of webhooks, we should have the ability to integrate across mul-
tiple communication standards. For instance, there are many
other frameworks used by organisations such as CoAP, AMQP
and DDS, in addition to the widely used REST API calls over
MQTT [IV10]. Currently, we have not tested all the possible
permutations with the popular IoT protocols, but we believe that
ICME can be integrated with any compatible protocol. More-
over, interoperability becomes more challenging as we extract
privacy policy statements from many linked documents from
diverse IoT vendors. Therefore, many software systems prac-
tices followed by IoT vendors will have to become adequate
and comprehensive for our work to proceed [IV12].

L5: Granularity of the consent mechanism: A key chal-
lenge in designing ICME was supporting granularity over the
initial and ongoing consent mechanism considering different
levels of data sensitivity [63]. There were implementation lim-
itations to defining consent under dynamic conditions. E.g.,
granting access to sensitive data in case of emergency or during
a certain period of time; but at other times, blocking access by
a third party [IV4] [64]. In addition, when using IoT devices,
users may have two extremes: provide consent in all cases to
consume the service straightaway or without giving consent to a
rigorous policy yet consume the service [IV6]. However, users
cannot customise their consent with the standard IoT setup.
Therefore, the level of granularity expected from ICME varies
with the data subject (e.g., age, gender, computer literacy, med-

ical condition, privacy awareness) and their preferences against
privacy decisions.

6.6. Threats to Validity
Below, we discuss some of the threats to the validity of our

study. They are categorised into three groups as follows:
External: Due to unreachable access permissions to third-

party cloud servers, the complexity of the development, and
the associated high costs, we had to make several assumptions
and design decisions for our prototype. They are as follows:
(i) IoT device interfaces have been used to react and respond
similarly to the physical device, (ii) even though IoT devices
can be controlled in three different ways, we demonstrated only
two options (mobile application and IoT dashboard) , (iii) we
decided to work on a private cloud server from the very be-
ginning and did not consider the interoperability issues when
working across multiple vendor clouds (configurations, authen-
tications, complex customisation), and lastly, (iv) a large-scale
community field study to measure the improvement in aware-
ness among the users is not possible since we are currently not
using any commercial IoT devices for the prototyping.

Construct: Our prototype supports the manual extraction
of privacy policies associated with IoT devices. Such extrac-
tion must be monitored and reviewed by a domain expert. Also,
our solution cannot detect deception in IoT devices when per-
sonal data is obtained by intentionally misleading the subjects
and used for unspecified purposes (e.g. when data variables are
defined in the policies without full disclosure).

Internal: In terms of the interview study, most of the ex-
perts were from Australasia, but their years of experience span
four continents, limiting the biases. In addition, we reached the-
oretical saturation in the qualitative analysis at 12 participants
(e.g. gradual decrease of emerging new patterns and no signif-
icant themes or codes emerging from data). To confirm it we
conducted three additional interviews.

6.7. Future work
The following recommendations are listed based on the

analysis of the interview results, our findings from the litera-
ture, and the insights gained from modelling and prototyping.

R1: Use machine learning to automate code reviews,
policy extraction and context-driven consent management:
Privacy-preserving ML can be applied to limit the potential
risks to sensitive data. E.g., most privacy-preserving ML
techniques use differential privacy that focuses on the posterior
probability making every possible likelihood (probability) look
the same [IV9]. Similarly, experts mentioned that NLP tech-
niques can be used to analyse the code to find potential privacy
breaches that cannot be detected by existing techniques. This
reduces human errors when reviewing peer codebase [IV4].

R2: Keep data closer to the user’s trusted zone: The data
collected at a macro level should not be moved out of the trusted
zone. E.g., experts highlighted that data must stay within the
smart office or home network without flowing into a third-party
provider’s storage facility. Keeping data within boundaries is
essential in corporate sectors, including healthcare and defence,
as SB data aggregation goes beyond one service provider [IV5].
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R3: Design better nudge visualisations to help users un-
derstand the potential privacy leakages: Based on expert
opinion, it is often challenging to design nudges expressing
privacy risks that are easily understandable. It requires an ex-
tensive user study to learn what language people understand to
influence their privacy decisions positively [IV1]. Simple lan-
guage and graphical control elements (e.g., progress bar, toggle
buttons, warning colouration, etc.) could be used that anyone
can understand in layman’s terms [IV6]. For example, present-
ing limited options and representing the risk levels on a bar may
help end-users understand how privacy could be preserved by
modifying their decisions [IV6, IV9].

R4: Include device specific privacy variables in addition
to PII: While PII is directly related to individuals and can lead
to their identification, sometimes it is possible to infer personal
information from device-specific information as well. There-
fore, it is important to consider each IoT device as a separate
private entity and extend ICME’s PII bank with additional pri-
vacy variables [IV7].

R5: Build ICME as a modular, reusable building block
for consent management in SBs: Our experts suggested that
ICME should be a universal standard building block that sup-
ports multiple products, vendors and solutions [IV14, IV12].
"So without making the current market a mess, we can sup-
port different collaborations. For example, Google teamed with
IKEA products" [IV12].

R6: Use ICME as a security penetration testing tool to
discover unknown privacy threats: Experts stressed that de-
velopers are not adequately performing basic security testing
for their apps. E.g., when using a smart bulb, the application au-
tomatically asks permission to capture your location data. Yet,
it collects location data until the user turns off the device [IV12].
It would be beneficial to use the "ICME cloud API server" as
a testing tool to understand any unspecified capabilities of a
given source code and scan huge repositories in providing ad-
vice based on unfitting user consent [IV4, IV13]. In addition,
experts mentioned that organisations continuously look for easy
methods to comply with privacy standards as it is complex to
satisfy end-to-end data privacy [IV2].

R7: Use systematic or mathematical models to quantify
the privacy level of the smart environment: The risk of smart
environments can be quantified by measuring the privacy levels
of all the connected devices in it. Based on the experts’ opinion,
fuzzy logic, fuzzy inference or simple probability calculations
are some of the ways for quantifying risk. It is important to
keep it simple as people do not look for complicated privacy
indexes or instructions [IV7]. In addition, having a heatmap
that summarises all the nudge contents would be engaging for
users who would prefer to see the privacy implications of all the
connected devices in one snapshot [IV6].

7. Conclusion

A key challenge associated with privacy preservation in
IoT-enabled Smart Buildings is that the data collected by
different IoT devices can be combined to reveal potentially
sensitive information about the occupants. Yet, research shows

that users typically have no awareness of this, and therefore
fail to take the necessary steps to safeguard their privacy. To
address this problem, we first enumerated some of the key
research requirements for informed consent management in
shared smart spaces. Next, based on those requirements,
we presented our novel informed consent model(ICM) and
consent management engine (ICME), which can be used to
implement diverse end-user consent management solutions
for a variety of shared smart spaces. ICME offers end-users
better visibility and control over the data that is being collected
about them and enhances transparency between the service
providers (organisations) and the end users(consumers). Then
a generalised reference architecture is introduced for ICME
followed by a proof of concept implementation for a simulated
smart shared workplace to demonstrate practical feasibility.
This prototype implementation illustrates how the proposed
framework (a) enhances user awareness, (b) helps detect
privacy compliance and infringement by IoT devices, and
(c) improves users’ privacy-protecting behaviours, through
digital nudges. Finally, following ethics approval, an expert
interview study is conducted with 15 highly experienced
industry professionals and academic researchers to validate the
proposed approach. Through thematic analysis of the interview
transcripts, a total of seven key strengths, seven limitations
and fourteen recommendations are identified after merging
forty-three codes through three iterations.
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